TRAINING AGENDA

*Historically Applied Pesticide Site Technical Guidance*

March 3, 2016
9:00am-11:00am
DEP 1st Floor Hearing Room

**Moderator Remarks and Welcome**
9:00 – 9:05
*Tess Fields, DEP/SRWMP - Training Co-Chair*

**Technical Guidance Program Update**
9:05 - 9:15
*George Nicholas, DEP/SRWMP- Technical Guidance Chair*

**LSRPA Program Update**
9:15 - 9:20
*Bill Call, LSRPA Board Member*

**Some Background on HAP**
9:20 – 9:30
*Tess Fields, DEP/SRWMP - Training Co-Chair*

**Historically Applied Pesticides (HAP) and Conducting a SI**
9:30 – 10:00
*Lynne Mitchell, Section Chief - DEP Bureau of Field Operations*

**Conducting a RI and Common Remedial Options for Historically Applied Pesticides**
10:00 – 10:30
*Chris Dwyer, DEP Bureau of Field Operations*

**Industrial Sites ISRA Closure Scenarios Involving Historically Applied Pesticides**
10:30 – 10:45
*Kathi Stetser, GEI Consultants*

**HAP Case Studies**
10:45 – 11:00
*Rich Lake, Geo-Technology Associates*